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Abstract- A finite element based electromagnetic scattering program is used to identify 
the complex natural resonances for axisymmetric dielectric bodies. These resonances are 
found by way of a complex frequency s-plane search for the zeroes of the determinant of 
the global system matrix which represents the scattering solution. Examination of the 
behavior of the elements .of this matrix also reveals the mode type, either TE or TM, the 
meridional order and the azimuth index. Computational examples are presented for the 
cases of a penetrable sphere, a 2:1 prolate spheroid and a 1:1 finite right circular cylinder, 
each composed of high density lossless dielectric. 
INTRODUCTION 
The identification of complex natural resonances for electromagnetic structures 
has been an important research topic for nearly two decades. An initial motivation 
was the need to predict the electromagnetic p,:use (EMP) excitation of large-
scale electronic systems. This need led to the development of the singularity 
expansion method (SEM) by Baum in 1971 [1]. The SEM is formulated using 
integral equations for induced currents on antennas and scatterers and results in 
full matrices in numerical implementations. 
Use of natural resonances for non-cooperative target recognition (NCTR) is a 
second area of' ongoing research. Various subclasses of natural resonance based 
NCTR algorithms requirb a priori knowledge of complex pole locations for each 
possible target to be encountered. These poles can be obtained, at least in princi-
ple, by either experimental or computational procedures. Numerical applications 
of the SEM have, for the most part, been restricted to simple metallic objects, 
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of modest dimensions, composed of thin wires and smooth convex surfaces [2, 3]. 
There is a need to extend the realm of numerical calculations of complex poles 
to scattering structures having both complicated geometries and inhomogeneous 
material compositions. 
Recent work by Murphy, et al. [4] and Merchant, et al. [5] has provided approx-
imate solutions for complex resonances of metallic scatterers. These approxima-
tions offer promise for extensions to less ideal object shapes than were considered. 
In [4], it is shown that two surface wave mechanisms are operating simultane-
ously for penetrable non-absorbing dielectric spheres. Franz waves (also known 
as creeping waves) circumnavigate the sphere externally and can be treated as 
part of a background scattering field. Their dispersion curves are derived from 
the conducting sphere Mie series expansion coefficients. The second mechanism 
is whiJpering gallery waves, which propagate internally. Their dispersion curves 
are found from the dielectric sphere Mie series expansion coefficients. For metallic 
spheres and other conducting axisymmetric objects, it is shown in [5] that phase 
matching conditions can be derived using the geodesic equations for that object. 
These conditions can then be translated into complex resonances of the object. 
The Waterman T-matrix method for calculating scattering by conducting ax-
isymmetric bodies was modified by Moser [6], to find the complex resonances of 
generally shaped conducting bodies. The values found with this technique for pro-
late spheroids and finite cylinders agree quite favorably with the phase matching 
approach reported in [5]. Although this work was limited to metallic objects, the 
T-matrix method can be extended to homogeneous and even layered penetrable 
objects. 
There is a drawback, however, in attempting to use the T-matrix, or other 
integral equation based method, to handle non-homogeneous structures. This 
disadvantage appears as a computational bottleneck resulting from the full ma-
trices that are generated. It is in this regard that differential equation based 
numerical methods, such as finite differences and finite elements, offer substantial 
advantages. The highly sparse matrix structures produced by differential methods 
provide increasing computational gains vis-a-vis integral methods :as the number 
of discrete unknowns grows. 
In this paper we will describe an application of the finite element method (FEM) 
to obtain the complex pole locations of axisymmetric penetrable scatterers. This 
development shares some of the same conceptual framework for computing the 
resonances as is found in the T-matrix approach in [6]. A major difference in 
the FEM and T -matrix algorithms is in the numerical approaches employed: a 
surface integral equation is used with the T-matrix method while a volume dif-
ferential equation, with variational formulation, forms the basis of the FEM. The 
specific FEM approach to be considered can be extended to highly inhomogeneous 
structures composed of both metallic and spatially variable penetrable materials. 
For purposes of validation, only homogenous objects are considered here. The 
computer program that has been initially developed is based upon a prior imple-
mentation by Morgan and Mei of the unimoment method [7] to time-harmonic 
plane wave scattering by inhomogeneous bodies of revolution. 
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COMPUTATIONAL METHOD 
The finite element computer program, EMSQAT, is based upon the coupled az-
imuthal potential (CAP) formulation for rotationally symmetric media. Much of 
the basic theory behind this unique formulation and its FEM implementation is 
presented in [8] and [9], and will only be summarized here. A generalized version 
of the CAP formulation, which is val.ld for non-axisymmetric inhomogeneous 3-D 
material, is considered in [10]. -
In the axisymmetric media case, to be considered here, the vector fields "are 
expanded in exponential Fourier modes in the ¢ -coordinate 
00 
E(R,Z,¢)= Z="em(R,Z)eirntjJ (la) 
m=-oo 
00 
"IoH(R,Z,4»~ z= hm(R,Z)eirntjJ (lb) 
m=-oo 
Complex wavenumber normalized circular cylindrical coordinates are used, where 
(R, Z, ¢) = (kop, koz, ¢), with additional H-fi.~ld scaling using the free space plane 
wave impedance, "10 - 12071" n . We - will be dealing with complex 
8 -plane frequencies, resulting in complex wavenumbers, ko = -js/e = (w-ju)/e, 
where e = 3 X 108 m/s. This represents an extension to the real frequency time-
harmonic case, as was treated in the original FEM de:velopment. 
The Fourier mode vector fields, em and lim, are functions of the complex 
meridional coordinates, (R, Z) , as are the complex relative constitutive parame-
ters, fr(R, Z) and I'r(R, Z). As is shown in [8], the ¢-components of the modal 
fields can be used to define two potentials (the CAPs), via "pI = Re4J(R, Z) and 
'l/J2 = Rh4J(R, Z), for generation of the vector fields, 
em(R, Z) = ifm(mV"pI + Rl'r¢ X V"p2) + ¢ "pI/ R 
hm(R,Z) = j!m(mV"p2 - Rfr¢ X V"pI) + ¢ "p2/R 
where V is the R-Z gradient operator, while 




Also shown in [8] and [9], the CAPs are solutions of a system of second order 
partial differential equations. A stationary functional also exists and is given by 
F = is L(R, Z,'l/JI,,,p2, V~}, V1P2) dRdZ 
where the quadratic form Lagrangian is 
(4) 
(5) 
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This variational principle forms the basis for the finite element numerical solution 
employed in EMSCAT. 
The FEM is implemented for each of the m-th harmonic modes in (1) by use 
of a semi-annular conformal (SAC) finite element mesh, as is depicted in Fig. 1. 
Within each triangular element the azimuthal modal fields are interpolated using 
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Figure 1. Geometry of the semi-annular conformal (SAC) finite element 
mesh. 
NT 
~.em(R,Z) ~ L eq,(n,m)Un(R,Z) 
n=l 
NT 




where NT is the total number of nodes, including N B boundary nodes along r = 
a and r = b. The unknowns in this discretization process are the internal nodal 
values (not including the r = a and r = b boundaries) of the ¢-components of 
the fields. Upon substituting the basis function expansions in (6) into ( 4) and (5) 
the discretized functional becomes a quadratic form in the nodal field values. The 
stationary solution is obtained by differentiating this functional with respect to 
each unknown nodal field value. Indexing the interior nodes from n = 1 to N], 
where N] = NT - N B , and denoting Sn as the (R,Z) region spanned by the 
triangular elements sharing the n -th node, this process gives the following linear 
system 
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N[ L eq,(i,m) I [fmfrRV'(Run)' V'(RUi) - frRunUi] dRdZ 
i=l JSn (7a) 
+hq,(i,m) ( [mfmV'(Run)'¢XV'(Rui)]dRdZ=O JSn 
and N[ -
~ hq,(i,m) iJfmILrRV'(Run)' V'(RUi) - ILrRunUi] dRdZ 
(7b) 
- eq,(i,m) in [mfm V'(Run)· ¢ X V'(Rui)] dRdZ = 0 
Both internal and boundary nodal fields are included in these sums. Since bound-
ary node fields are assumed to be known, their contributions can be transfered to 
the right-hand side of (7). 
The 2N[ X 2N[ matrix resulting from the linear system in (7) is, in general, 
quite sparse. By ordering the N R nodal unknown CAP's in each radial segment 
of the SAC mesh as sub-vectors, denoted by W Ie for the k -th theta segment, as 
shown in Fig. 1, a banded tri-diagonal matrix structure results from (7), 
[BlI [ell WI [DlI 
[A12 [B12 [e12 o W2 [D12 
[Ab [B13 [eb W3 [Db 
[A14 [B14 [e14 W4 [D14 
- (8) 
o --- ---
[A1N [B1N [D1N 
The [Al, [Bl and [el arrays shown in this global system are 2NR X 2NR square 
. matrices, while the driving vectors, [Dl, are due to the boundary node contribu-
tions in (7). This sparse linear system can be inverted by any of various methods. 
As described in [9], an efficient Riccati transform block-by-block elimination al-
gorithm is employed in EMSCAT. 
The Dirichlet boundary value problem solutions to (8) are employed with an 
extended version of Mei's unimoment method.[7] to solve the scattering problem. 
Truncated spherical harmonic expansions are used to represent the total and scat-
tered fields in the respective homogeneous core and exterior free space regions, 
respectively. With the material constants denoted by f~ and IL~ , where T = 1 
for the spherical core and T = 3 for the unbounded exterior domain, the modal 
azimuthal fields (of index m) are given in the respective regions by 
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N2 




h;(1',O,m) = R L a~n~(r,(J,m) - b~A~(1',O,m) (9b) 
n=N1 
The TE and TM radial spherical harmonics A~ and n~ are composed of vari-
ous products of Legendre functions (and first derivative) times appropriate forms 
of Riccati spherical Bessel functions (and derivative), as shown in [9]. Radiation 
boundary conditions are enforced naturally by the use of Hankel functions of the 
second kind (outbound waves) in the exterior region, 'T = 3. The lower sum-
mation limit in (9) is given by Nl = Min{m,l} while the exact upper limit is 
N2 = 00. Accurate approximate truncations for N2 depend upon several factors, 
including the material constants, the arrival angles of incident plane wave fields, 
the value of m and the electrical sizes of the radii for the core and outer bound-
aries in the mesh. Estimates for the N2, as required in the two regions, are given 
in [9]. 
The unimoment solution proceeds by using each of the spherical harmonic 
modes in (9) to formulate distinct boundary conditions (Be's) on the associated 
boundary, either l' = a or l' = b, with null Be's on the remaining boundary. For 
instance, the core region modes are each applied, in turn, on the l' = a boundary, 
with erjJ and hrjJ both set to zero on the outer boundary, l' = b. The outer 
boundary has Be's applied both from the scattered field modes and the incident 
azimuthal fields. A finite element solution is generated along the inner contours, 
l' = 1'1 and l' = 1'2, (see Fig. 1) for each of the applied Be's. Using superpo-
sition, these numerical solutions can be summed together, using the same set of 
expansion coefficients as in (9), to form the azimuthal fields on the inner 1'I, 1'2 
contours. Because these inner contours are still in respective regions 1 and 3, 
the original expansions in (9) are also valid. This is the key to determining the 
unknown expansion coefficients; they are obtained by equating the superposition 
of the finite element numerical solutions to the original spherical harmonic expan-
. sions, plus incident field on 1'2, along the 1'1 and 1'2 contours. Since the sets of 
expansion coefficients are the same in both the numerical superposition and the 
special function expansions, a set of linear equations is generated for the unknown 
coefficients. This linear systeIIl is enforced in the least-squares sense, as shown in 
[9], resulting in a matrix equation for the expansion coefficients in (9) 
(10) 
where [.rm] is the moment matrix for the least squares solution, with [em] and 
[Vm ] representing the respective coefficient and driving vectors for the specific 
m -th order Fourier azimuthal mode being considered. 
The rank of the square system matrix is equal to the sum of the number of 
unknown spherical harmonic modes being used in the core and exterior regions in 
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(9). If the .rm -system matrix is singular for some complex frequency, s = CT + j w , 
then its determinant will equal zero. Such a singular condition corresponds to a 
natural resonance frequency of the scattering object, [11]. A search of the complex 
determinant of [.rm( s)l over selected regions of the complex s-plane will reveal 
associated locations for natural resonances. 
Note also that the system matrix depends only upon the innate structural 
characteristics of the scattering body such as its shape, size, and composition in 
addition to the complex frequency. The'illuminating field characteristics, on the· 
other hand, act upon the driving matrix, [1Jm]. Thus, the s -plane search for the 
complex zeros of the .rm -matrix determinant will reveal all resonances and not 
just those which have been strongly excited by the inCident radiation. 
To identify the resonances, it is necessary to examine the behavior of the indi-
vidual elements of the final system matrix. Since the bodies are axisymmetric, the 
equations determining the elements are decoupled in the azimuth mode, m. The 
meridional order, n, and mode type, either TE or TM, are determined by the 
zero crossing of the diagonal elements of the inverted system matrix. These zeros 
indicate corresponding null values for the system matrix determinant. The pro-
cedure used to invert the matrix is a diagonalization algorithm and, as suggested 
by Baum [12], the order and mode can be determined by inspection. Because of 
the mode indexing employed in (10), if the zero crossing occurs in the upper half 
of the ordered diagonal elements then the mode of the resonance is determined to 
be TM, otherwise it is TE. The order, n, is determined by the element number. 
This methodology has been tested usixig the FEM algorithm by considering 
three solid dielectric objects, as will be presented in the next section. The same 
type of null determinant search, employing the diagonalization method, had been 
previously used to identify the natural modes for finite conducting bodies using 
the Waterman T-matrix program [6]. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The procedure outlined in the previous section was tested for a penetrable sphere, 
a 2:1 prolate spheroid and a 1:1 finite cylinder. These same penetrable scatter-
ers were considered previously by Barber, et al. [13], for real frequencies, with 
each object having a relative permittivity of fr = 36 - jO along with free space 
permeability. 
From previous experience [6], it was found that the sphere is degenerate in 
the azimuthal quantum number m. That is, the complex resonant frequencies 
for each mode and order, n, were identical for every value of m. However, as 
the shape was deformed into either a prolate spheroid or a finite cylinder, these 
complex poles were split according to azimuth value. This splitting is evident in 
the complex plane pole plots of Figs. 2 and 3, where the poles for a 2:1 perfectly 
conducting spheroid and a 1:1 perfectly conducting finite cylinder are plotted 
along with the poles of the metallic sphere as a reference. At each of the sphere 
poles there is a triple label of the form" n EjM l" where n is the order, E 
or M is used to signify either a TE or TM mode and 1 indicates the sequential 
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occurrence, or layer, of the pole. The degenerate sphere case branches off into 
the spheroid and cylinder cases. The azimuth mode m is either subscripted or 
printed next to the appropriate split value. The resonant frequencies split into 
n + 1 values, where n is the order, with values corresponding to the 0 ~ m ~ n 
rule. 
To verify our numerical FEM based pole search algorithm, we first considered 
the solid dielectric sphere case. Initially using real frequency scattering computa-
tions, the observed sharp resonant peaks provided starting points in the complex 
plane for the pole searches, via the evaluation of the global system determinant. 
For comparison purposes, highly accurate pole locations were obtained using the 
analytic forms for the scattered field Mie series expansion coefficients, with z-axis 
plane wave incidence (m = 1 case) [14]. This entails searching for the complex 
frequency zeros of the denominator of the expressions for the TE and TM coeffi-
cients. These denominators are expressed as differences of weighted products of 
spherical Bessel and Hankel functions. 
Figure 2. Complex poles for a conducting 2:1 prolate spheroid detailing 
the splitting and migration of the values from a conducting 
sphere. 
--
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Figure 3 Complex poles for a conducting 1:1 finite cylinder detailing the 
splitting and migration of the values from a conducting sphere. 
The comparison of pole locations as evaluated by the FEM code and the Mie 
series method are displayed in Fig. 4. The pole degeneracy for variable values 
of m, is still evident for the dielectric sphere case. Excellent agreement is dis-
played for the tightly clustered poles which are closest to the real frequency axis. 
Within the domain of the complex frequency plane that was searched, these rep-
resent the lowest damped natural modes having the least radiation losses. For the 
more highly damped modes, good agreement is displayed for the real frequency 
locations, while the imaginary frequency damping factors show large differences 
between the FEM and the Mie series results. This seems to reflect the same trends 
as encountered in applying pole extraction algorithms, such as Prony's method, 
to noisy transient scattering signatures. There appears to be a sensitivity prob-
lem whereby otherwise small noise or numerical errors (computational noise) is 
amplified in its effect on the location of the pole damping factors [151. 
The penetrable 2:1 prolate spheroid and 1:1 finite cylinder were investigated 
next. The complex poles found over the real frequency range of Re(ka) = 0 to 
1.8 and imaginary range of Im(ka) = 0 to -0.007 for the spheroid are plotted 
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in Fig. 5a. Poles for the finite cylinder over the complex range Re(ka) = 0 to 
1.0 and Im(ka) = 0 to -0.5 are shown in Fig. 5b. The azimuthal value in 
both cases is m = 0 only. No poles for larger m values were found over this 
limited search range. Either the real frequency components have migrated to 
higher values or the imaginary components are considerably larger than those 
found for the m = 0 case. If this latter hypothesis is true, then the resonances 
will be so heavily damped that they will not appear in the scattering profiles. 
We were unable to locate in the literature any alternate results to verify the 
exact complex pole locations for the spheroid and cylinder. On the other hand, 
the real frequency results obtained by Barber, et al., in [13] permits at least a 
qualitative check on the pole locations by comparing the real frequency positions 


































Figure 4. Comparison of the complex poles of an 1:1' = 36 dielectric sphere 
using the FEM and mie series approaches. 
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Figure 5b. Complex frequency plot of the poles of a penetrable 1:1 finite 
cylinder. 
The scattering profiles for these targets, using the results of [13], are shown in 
Fig. 6 (prolate spheroid) and Fig. 7 (finite cylinder). Resonances are identified 
in the figures as to TE or TM mode type, order n and layer 1 in the subscript, 
with azimuth order m in the superscript. Good agreement is observed in most 
cases for the real frequency pole coordinates when compared to the spectral reso-
nance locations. Because of the interactions of the various poles in generating the 
scattering profile, the damping factors are, to only a very gross approximation, 
inversely related to the respective spectral peaks_ In any case, based upon the 
dielectric sphere results, the FEM computed imaginary frequency pole locations 
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Figure 6. Normalized scattering cross section of a penetrable 2:1 prolate 


















Figure 7. Normalized scattering cross section of a penetrable 1:1 finite 
cylinder with resonances identified. 
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CONCLUSION 
The results of this study represent a promising technique for computing the com-
plex resonant frequencies of axisymmetric bodies of general composition. Due to 
constraints on available results from which to validate pole locations for penetra-
ble scatterers, only a few homogenous non-lossy bodies were investigated here. It 
is important to recognize, however, that the FEM code has the innate flexibility to 
incorporate both metallic surfaces and lossy inhomogeneous materials, including 
continuously variable and layered structures. Future efforts should include these 
types of scattering objects as well as extensions to non-axisymmetric shapes such 
as ellipsoids and finite ellipsoidal cylinders having various end-caps. 
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